Fall 2020

Week 8

John 16:16 - 24

.

Season Of Prayer

We are continuing a season of focused prayer churchwide. https://2rc.tv/seasonofprayer/
Sometime during group…Read 1 Peter 2:9-10& Ephesians 2:17-22 then
create some time and space to pray for 2RC, for the world and for each other.

My Story
Get acquainted by responding briefly to the questions below.
Ø Describe a time you experienced incredible joy?
Ø Where did you sense God working in or around you this week?

DIGGING DEEPER
1. What caught your attention from John 16:16-24 or the weekend message?

2. Describe the ‘like giving birth to holding a baby - turnaround’ from the disciples horror as Jesus is crucified
- to joy they feel when the risen Jesus appeared to them! Have you experienced a turnaround from pain to
joy because of Jesus? How is Jesus presence the ultimate source of joy?

3. What substitutes does the world offer to compete with the peace (John 14:27; 16:33), joy (15:11; 16:2224) & love (13:34-35; 15:9-19) that Jesus offers? Are there areas you are chasing what the world offers
instead of what Jesus offers? How can you re-align?

4. Describe what it’s like to ‘feel’ like God is not with you? Describe some Biblical characters who felt great
trauma amidst circumstances. Where do you suppose that thought (God is not with me or has forgotten or
abandoned me) comes from? Is it true? Read Lamentations 3 especially verses 16-33. How do you follow
the truth not feelings? For a profound paradigm of how the enemy exploits traumatic events go to
https://deeperwalkinternational.org/course-1-heart-focused-discipleship/ - the whole course from which
this is an excerpt is free and very good – and can be found at https://deeperwalkinternational.org/course1-heart-focused-discipleship/ .
5. How have you experienced joy in the midst of prayer?
Challenge - Memorize Psalm 16:11.

Connected: The Art of Staying
The Art of Joy | John 16:16-24
Big Idea: The presence of Jesus leads to joy.
The absence of Jesus leads to despair. (16:16-20)
Jesus’ presence brings happiness unlike any other. (16:21-22)
Alignment with Jesus’ purpose = joy (16:23-24)
Next steps:
• What perception do I need to allow the Holy Spirit to bring into alignment with the truth?
• How have I miss-defined happiness in the past?
• Where do I see Jesus at work?
• What is something I need to ask for?
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